
The percentage of students who identified that they learned new 
material signify that they recognized a gap in their knowledge after 
the workshops!
 

After carefully evaluating the self-assessment data and the performance of the 
students, it has become clear that our results confirm the theory put forth by Kruger 
and Dunning (1991)  that individuals with a lack of knowledge often fail to recognize 
that a gap exists. While overconfidence is a new topic of research, its implications 
for the success of information literacy are important. Our own study leads us to 
believe that it is important to not only find ways to engage students in information 
literacy sessions, but also find new opportunities to attract them to the sessions 
and help them overcome an overconfidence bias by opening the horizons of their 
perspectives and offering relevant material to meet students needs. !

Overconfidence can be defined as “a cognitive bias in which someone believes 
subjectively that his or her judgement is better or more reliable than it objectively 
is” (Overconfidence Effect, 2013). The research on the overconfidence bias has 
been originally developed in the field of psychology (Gustavson & Nall, 2011), and 
only recently has begun to be researched by Information Scientists. Kruger and 
Dunning’s (1999) study is the cornerstone of research on overconfidence and 
establishes the relationship between overconfidence and the inability to recognize 
one’s lack of knowledge (p. 1121). Many subsequent studies in information science 
have built on their work to show that “confidence does not appear to be a reliable 
indicator of competence” (Molteni & Chan, 2014, p. 6). In fact, most students who 
rate their own skills above average demonstrate a skill level that is below average 
(Kruger & Dunning, 1999; Gustavson & Nall, 2011). According to many studies, a 
lack of knowledge prevents individuals to accurately self-assess the skills that 
relate to it and to recognize who holds the expertise in the field (Kruger & Dunning, 
1999; Gross & Latham, 2009). Students’ inability to understand expertise also 
affects their willingness to take part in information literacy session since they fail to 
see the gaps in the knowledge that they have and the value these sessions could 
provide (Molteni & Chan, 2014).!
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When dealing with the younger student generation, overconfidence is usually a 
feature that is often assigned to Millennials and that is considered to be detrimental 
to the learning process. In this study, we have examined the effect the 
overconfidence bias has on student learning in the context of embedded 
information literacy instructions. !
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Pre-workshop 
perceived confidence 
levels above 7/10 
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A high percentage of students have not received information literacy 
training prior to the workshops but rate their research skills highly.!

A high percentage of students have a difficult time identifying bias 
but still consider their research skills above a 7/10!

Familiarity with the web translated into a high degree of confidence 
in web searching!
	

was measured through students' self-assessment on 
the scale of 1-10 before the beginning of the workshop!

such as students' age, previous library experience, 
perceived confidence levels, etc.!

was measured in the classroom through 
search strategy assignments!

 assessed confidence level in the same 
areas as prior to the workshop !


